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Abstract
Objective: The non-specific abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a local manifestation of a systemic disease, in which
inflammation may play a role. This cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) study utilizes a water-sensitive, T2weighted, short tau inversion recovery sequence (T2-STIR) to identify vessel wall edema as a marker for inflammation.
Methods: Twenty-two patients were included: 10 AAA patients, 10 healthy subjects, and two patients with known
inflammation. MR T2-STIR images of aorta vessel wall and intraluminal thrombi were analyzed using OSIRIX software.
Signal intensity values were normalized, and values from blinded and independent viewers were then averaged and
analyzed using SPSS statistical software. The Kruskal-Wallis H test was used with post hoc analysis for differences of
significance.
Results: Average AAA anterior-posterior diameter was 5.9 ± 0.6cm (range, 5.3-7.0cm). The Kruskal-Wallis H test
revealed a significant difference between independent samples (H(3) = 20.36, P < .001). There was no significant
difference in average intensities between AAA and healthy subjects (P = .766).
Conclusion: This is the first study to examine edema in walls and thrombi of AAAs using T2-STIR imaging. No evidence
of edema was identified in the aortic aneurysm wall, suggesting a lack of inflammatory activity.
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1 Introduction
Evidence suggests that the formation of the non-specific abdominal aorta aneurysm (AAA) is a local representation of a
systemic disease of the vasculature1 and inflammation appears to play a role in the pathophysiological process [1]. In
addition to the histological verification of heightened proteolytic activity and lymphocytic abundance, there is also
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evidence of systemic elevation of C-reactive protein (CRP), a response to inflammation, and cytokines in patients with
AAAs [2-8]. Various imaging techniques have been used to visualize inflammatory changes within the aortic aneurysmatic
wall and thereby potentially facilitate estimate of prognosis and response to medical treatment. Positron emission
tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT), for example, has been utilized to investigate the uptake of
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose as a marker of increased metabolic activity within the aneurysmatic aortic wall, suggesting
inflammation [9, 10]. This approach has been hindered by the observation that at least half of all large arteries scanned show
some degree of increased metabolic activity, despite no known vascular disease [11]. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance
(CMR) technology is another diagnostic option, and one recent study points to the feasibility of CMR in conjunction with
ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide infusion in assessing inflammatory activity [12].
The present study employs T2-weighted short tau inversion recovery CMR (T2-STIR CMR), which highlights hydrophilic
tissue and reveals local edema, a marker of inflammation [13, 14]. Identifying edematous changes has been shown to be
beneficial in differentiating between chronic and active inflammation in spinal cord injuries [15]. It is sensitive enough to
detect small vessel inflammation in the context of the acute coronary artery syndrome [16, 17]. Finally, its use in identifying
active aortic inflammation in Takayasu’s arteritis has also recently been demonstrated [18].
Based on these strengths, it was hypothesized that T2-STIR CMR should identify edema in a larger vascular structure,
such as the aorta, provided it is present. The null hypothesis is thus, no edematous changes are identified in the AAA wall
in comparison to otherwise healthy aortic tissue. The ramifications of findings could therefore help to clarify the role of
inflammation in the AAA and perhaps affect decisions regarding treatment and prognosis.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Study design
Twenty-two patients were included: 10 AAA patients, two patients with known inflammation of the aorta (an 18-year old
woman with Takayasu’s arteritis and a 69-year old woman with unspecificied aortitis), and ten healthy subjects with no
known aortic pathology. Of the AAA patients, there were eight men and two women, and mean age was 71 (range 65-80
years). Each AAA patient was awaiting either surgical or endovascular treatment. All patients reached treatment, and no
ruptures were reported. Average AAA anterior-posterior diameter was 5.9 ± 0.6cm (range 5.3-7.0cm). All patients were
receiving statin and antithrombocytic (either acetylsalicylic acid or clopidogrel) treatment (see Table 1). Approval from
the regional ethics committee and written consent from each patient were obtained. Each patient underwent CMR imaging,
utilizing the following protocol.

2.2 Image acquisition
Patients were scanned in the supine position using a 1.5 T CMR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands)
equipped with a SENSE XL Torso 16 element phased array coil. Images were acquired using a peripheral pulse unit (PPU)
gating, and a respiratory navigator was employed to allow for free-breathing acquisition. To selectively visualize
edematous tissue, a fat-suppressive triple-inversion T2-weighted STIR sequence was employed covering the AAA in
transverse slices using the following imaging variables: Repetition time (TR): 2 heart beats, echo time (TE): 70 ms,
inversion time (TI) for the inversion prepulse to null fat: 165 ms, number of slices: 27, slice thickness: 4mm, inplane
resolution 1.82 × 2.28 mm2, number of signal averages (NSA): 3. The echo train length was 15, and two 40 mm saturation
bands were imposed 10 mm above and below the aneurysm, respectively, to improve blood suppression.
The CMR images were coregistered with computed tomography (CT) scans for precise localisation of the vessel wall. The
CT images were acquired using a Philips Brilliance 64-slice CT scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands), employing 100
ml of the omnipaque 350 mg iodine/ml contrast agent in a standard clinical protocol. A total of 650 images were obtained
with a slice thickness of 2 mm and an inplane resolution of 0.65 × 0.65 mm2.
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2.3 MR image analysis
The T2-STIR CMR images were analyzed using OSIRIX imaging software (Pixmeo, Geneva, Switzerland). A region of
interest was traced encompassing the aortic wall with the aid of both steady-state free precession (SSFP) images, as well as
the CT scans. Signal intensity values were normalized to background signal from nearby muscular tissue. A similar
procedure was performed for determining the average intensity of intraluminal thrombus. Two observers, blinded and
independent of one another, carried out this process, and average signal intensities were then calculated.
The Kruskal-Wallis H test was utilized in order to compare the nonparametric data of the following four groups of tissue:
AAA wall, AAA intraluminal thrombi, inflammatory aortic wall, and normal aortic vessel wall. Differences of
significance were determined using the conventional P value of 0.05. Pairwise post hoc testing was carried out with
adjusted levels of significant differences using the Bonferroni correction method. Statistics were performed on SPSS
statistical software, version 20.0.
Table 1. Data regarding the 22 subjects enrolled in the study
Patient

Sex

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Control
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Takayasu’s
Aortitis

female
male
male
male
male
female
male
male
male
female

Age
(years)
76
70
63
72
72
65
80
77
65
74

male
male
male
male
female
male
male
female
male
male
female
female

27
25
36
27
30
39
36
49
37
36
18
69

Aneurysm
diameter (cm)
5.4
5.5
5.3
6.0
6.1
7.0
7.0
6.0
5.5
5.6
1.7
1.3
1.6
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.3
1.7
1.7
n/a
n/a

Open or endovascular (EVAR)
EVAR
Open
EVAR
EVAR
EVAR
Open
EVAR
EVAR
Open
EVAR
-------------

Prescribed
antithrombotic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Prescribed
antistatin
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Smoking or
history thereof
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

3 Results
All patients completed the CMR examination, and all images were available for analysis. The normalized signal intensity
values from T2-STIR CMR are reported in Table 2 and represented graphically in Figure 1. The Kruskal-Wallis H test
revealed a significant difference between independent samples (H (3) = 20.36, P < .001). Mean ranks were as follows:
13.40 for AAA patients, 7.60 for healthy subjects, 26.00 for patients with known inflammation, and 24.71 for intraluminal
thrombi. There was no significant difference in average intensities between AAA and healthy subjects (adjusted P = .766).
Nor was there a significant difference between AAA and patients with known inflammatory disease (adjusted P = .336).
There was a significant difference in signal intensity between intraluminal thrombi and the vessel wall of AAA patients
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(adjusted P = .042), as well as a significant difference between intraluminal thrombi and the vessel wall of healthy subjects
(adjusted P < .001).
Table 2. Normalized and averaged MR-STIR intensity values.
AAA Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Control
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Takayasu’s

Ratio Aorta Wall:Background Intensity
1.13
1.03
1.74
1.89
1.54
1.62
1.63
1.93
1.02
1.33

Ratio Thrombus: Background Intensity
3.13
--5.79
4.02
3.00
8.22
----3.37
2.20

1.01
0.79
1.57
1.17
1.24
1.12
1.40
0.95
0.93
1.49
3.75

Figure 1. Dot-dot plots of the four groups of aorta tissue.
A representative CMR images from a patient with AAA can be seen in Figure 2. The intraluminal thrombus yields obvious
enhancement, whereas the aortic wall itself remains dark, suggesting no edema or inflammation.
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Figure 2. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance images from a 65-year old man with an abdominal aortic aneurysm
measuring 7.0cm in diamter. The T2-weighted short tau inversion recovery (STIR) sequence in 2A reveals little signal
intensification and therefore little evidence of edema. Note the strong signal coming from the intraluminal thrombus. For
orientation purposes and identification of the aortic wall, the steady-state free precession image is displayed in 2B.

4 Discussion
This is the first study to utilize T2-STIR CMR in the determination of edema in patients with abdominal aortic aneurysm.
Edema, a reflection of vasodilation, dysfunctional intima, and subsequent attraction of leukocytes, inflammatory
mediators, and water, is a sensitive indicator of the active process of inflammation. T2-STIR CMR takes advantage of this
process and is a compelling diagnostic tool.
This study raises two issues. First, edema was not found in the aortic wall in patients with AAAs, specifically in those
patients whose aneurysm meets the conventional maximum diameter criterion. In other words, the relative signal intensity
of aortic vessel wall edema appears to be no greater than in healthy subjects with no known aorta pathology.
The lack of edema in the AAA wall suggests that there is no active inflammatory activity in the wall of an otherwise large
aneurysm, which is in contrast to findings from previously reported [9, 10]. This is not to say that chronic inflammation is not
present, but the conspicuous absence of edema is suggestive. To some clinicians this may be a foregone conclusion, yet it
is worth recalling that edema is otherwise readily evident in other active cardiovascular inflammatory states and reflects a
degree of ongoing inflammatory activity. A recent study touched upon this issue of degrees, or changes, in inflammation,
in the context of ruptured AAAs. The authors found that inflammatory markers such as T- and B-lymphocytes, as well as
IL-6 and IL-1ß, did not increase or were not elevated in ruptured AAA tissue, in comparison to non-ruptured tissue [19].
That is, a chronic state of inflammation did not appear to change, despite the obvious acuity of vessel rupture. Combined
with the present analysis, it would appear that it is not aortic wall inflammation that is driving the growth, and impending
rupture, of an AAA.
The second issue raised above is the demonstration of high signal intensity by T2-STIR CMR within the intramural
thrombus, which suggests fluid accumulation within and around the intramural thrombus and deserves greater attention.
This fluid is often seen at open surgery, and it is perhaps not surprising that it contains water. It is worth reporting,
however, that the entire thrombotic mass appears strongly edematous and, at any rate, suggests an active or evolving
structure. Heightened proteolytic and inflammatory activity of the thrombus has previously been described [20-23]. The
clinical importance of intramural thrombus has also received attention. One recent study relates the size of thrombi to the
subsequent risk of cardiovascular events [24]. The possible high inflammatory activity of intraluminal thrombi, which the
present study suggests, may therefore be related or associated with the overall systemic inflammation and deserves further
investigation.
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One important methodological issue is the proximity of the aortic vessel wall and intramural thrombus, which is
insufficiently addressed by studies utilizing PET-CT imaging. That is, much of the observed AAA inflammatory activity
arises perhaps not from the vessel wall, but from the abutting thrombi, and imaging studies ought to be able to define this
juxtaposition. Differentiation between the aortic wall and intraluminal thrombi is critical, and CMR, with the help of SSFP
images, is adept at doing this.
Patients with inflamed aortas are relatively rare, yet two were included in this study, primarily to validate the ability of
CMR to detect edema in the aorta even though it is known that CMR can detect inflammation at the coronary artery
level [16, 17].
One of the important limitations of the presented data is the confined perspective by which a single imaging sequence can
provide. These images represent one single phase in the pathophysiologic state of AAA disease, and imaging at other
clinical stages might reveal different, or evolving, evidence of edematous and inflammatory changes. As noted above,
none of the patients went on to rupture, so there is no sense of how close to rupture their aneurysms were.
Another limitation is the absence of reported systemic levels of C-related protein (CRP). These have previously been
shown to be elevated in AAA patients, but this may reflect the systemic response and not the process that is taking place at
the AAA wall and thrombus level [5, 6]. Albeit interesting, they would not clarify the focal process as addressed here.
Similarly, the use of statins in the AAA patient group may also affect the degree of systemic and local inflammation. The
pleiotropic effects of statin therapy on aneurysm growth or inflammation are unsettled, although a recent meta-analysis
suggests that there is a dampening effect [25]. Finally, it should also be mentioned that a negative finding that reveals no
edema, and therefore no active inflammation, leaves open the possibility of a type II error. That all patients’ aneurysms
were unequivocal in their lack of edema, however, is compelling and therefore merits documentation.
The degenerative pathophysiologic process and the precise role of inflammation within a “systemic inflammatory
process” deserve further clarification. An appealing conjecture from the above findings is that it is the intraluminal
thrombi which propels or sustains the inflammation, while the aortic wall manifests a more chronic level of inflammation,
or at least one in which the activity is low enough to minimize edematous changes.
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